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ISIS calls brave and Old souls to Her to take Initiation.
Initiation is intense spiritual growth and Isis especially initiates 

Souls with natural healing ability.

In being drawn to this CD and Her presence within its vibrations, 
you are claiming your spiritual power, ancient wisdom and readiness 

to live more wholly as that divine self now.

The meditative healings contained in this series of four ground you 
and your Divine Self in to this Earthly reality, creating a sacred

container within which your Soul light can shine. 

Like four points of a base of a pyramid, with your Soul shining like a 
Sun above, you have the capacity to be a stable, powerful,

spiritual light on this planet for the greatest good.

I am so grateful for you! Shine true, beloved Initiate,
I honour the light that you are in truth. 
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 1. PYRAMID OF LIGHT (18:30)
 
The Pyramid is sacred geometry that can be used for our own healing and protection. 
It is a stable and powerful structure capable of creating positive energy fields and 
eradicating psychic pollution. The Pyramid of Light combines the sacred geometry 
of a pyramid structure with the purification and protection of electric violet light and 
the sacred names of Isis to create a high vibrational resonance in your auric field. 
It is an effective psychic cleanser. It will harness enough energy to cause draining 
cords of attachment to entities, thoughtforms, manipulations and lower vibrational 
conditioning of any kind to detach from your body, mind and energy field. You will feel 
clearer and more centred within yourself, free from negative influences and draining 
attachments.

2. SOUL RETRIEVAL (18:30)
 
When a Soul is as ancient as yours, it has been around the spiritual block a few times! 
There will be parts of you that you don’t consciously remember that are trapped in or 
damaged by traumas from lives gone by – and sometimes even this lifetime. 

Soul Retrieval is a deep healing art that allows the Soul to call back the lost 
fragments of Self, to restore the self deeply. Whether you understand how it happens 
or not, it will still happen with this meditative healing.

If you are sensitive to soul energy, you will feel an obvious change in you at 
completion of this exercise, especially at those times in your Journey where you are 
doing deep work on releasing past trauma. It can feel like part of your energy, which 

you didn’t consciously realise you had lost, is catapulted back to you energetically, and 
somehow, deep within, you recognise that you are larger and more whole than you 
were before. It is a wondrous experience. 

With assistance of the lady Isis the soul is retrieved, repaired and restored. Om 
Isis!

3. THE TEMPLE OF BLACK OBSIDIAN 
(18:30)

 
Letting go of our fear to really get to know and love ourselves is one powerful step on 
our journey to enlightenment, peace and utter radiant love! 

In the Temple of Black Obsidian, after we first pass through the Antechamber of 
Rose Quartz, we are offered a chance for deep psychological healing, to open up and 
integrate more of our Shadow or hidden nature. 

As we do this Shadow Healing, we are no longer restricted to ‘hopping on one leg’ 
through life. We have both feet on the ground and we can walk, run, dance and move 
through the physical world far more joyfully, freely and effectively. Shadow healing 
gives us more energy to do and be and although the work can be confronting at times, 
the liberation it brings can be exhilarating. You are worth the effort, beloved Initiate. 
The world needs more of you at play here and now. Be brave and delve deep. 
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4. INITIATION OF RA (18:30)
 
Initiation is intense and accelerated spiritual growth requires the passing of a test of 
sorts. It is not an exam in the usual sense though. It is not about knowledge so much 
as applied wisdom and practical mastery.  Initiation can feel as though it challenges us 
right in our very bones! And the gleeful expansion that comes with passing successfully 
through a portal of initiation can bring such lightness and peace to those very same 
bones! 

In this Initiation of Ra, the lady Isis confers her spiritual protection upon and assists 
you so that you may partake of the cleansing solar fires without becoming incinerated. 
This means that you are able to approach a truly tremendous spiritual being and benefit 
from the healing presence offered by this being, whilst being protected from overload 
and overwhelm which could harm rather than help you. The lady Isis guides you 
through a simple yet effective healing technique with the high voltage consciousness 
of Ra, the Soul of the Sun. Afterwards you are free from old burdens, known and 
unknown, free to shine like the Sun that you are, beloved Initiate. 

For more information on classes, events and 
private spiritual activations and healings, please 
visit Alana at www.alanafairchild.com
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